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Zhang Yaodong listened to these old classmates’ flattery, and his heart
floated, especially cool!
Since the Yuntian Pavilion auction, he has lived in the shadow of Lin
Ziming. He would have nightmares for several consecutive nights, dreaming
of Lin Ziming’s various abuses and insults, and woke up in the middle of the
night.
He couldn’t understand why Lin Ziming was clearly the son-in-law of the
Chu family, a pure waste, how could he suddenly become so powerful?
Even a big guy like Gu Hanxing can’t help Lin Ziming. This is simply
unscientific! Could it be that Lin Ziming had taken some shit luck, or did he
say that he had some big shots next to him?
The more he thought about it, the more he didn’t understand, he secretly
investigated Lin Ziming, but the more he investigated, the more shocked he
was. Lin Ziming was actually the chairman of Ziqiong Media and the master
behind Ugly Lord! When he heard the news, he was stunned, his scalp was
numb, and it took half a minute for him to come back to his senses, and his
heart was cold.
He had never understood why Chairman Zi Qiong suddenly appeared at
Jinlong KTV and put him in jail. The Chairman Ziqiong was Lin Ziming!
Now he understands one thing. Lin Ziming is no longer the trash that he was
bullied, but his unattainable existence. Now he can only pray that Lin
Ziming will not hold grudges, and don’t come to trouble him, otherwise Gu
Hanxing couldn’t keep him.
That is to say, during these three or four days, Zhang Yaodong was
relatively relieved, and he was no longer so worried. He thought that after so
long, Lin Ziming didn’t come to trouble him, and he shouldn’t trouble him
anymore. He happened to be notified by a college classmate that he had held
a small party. The tone was flattering and flattering, which made him float
again. Anyway, there was nothing to do, so he rushed over, intending to
pretend to be forced to see if he can hook up. Go to the former female
classmate.
“Where is it? Everyone is polite. I’m just having good luck and I’m just
eating.” Zhang Yaodong waved his hand and said, deliberately showing the
gold watch even more, and the rust on his face couldn’t be covered.
“Mr. Zhang, I heard that you have opened a new company now and you are
doing a great job.” A male classmate immediately flattered him.
When Zhang Yaodong heard this, his smile on his face became even more
intense. He coughed twice and said: “There is no big investment, just tens of
millions. Large companies are still far behind.”
In fact, his new company investment is only 10 million yuan, and now he
has blown it into tens of millions. His face is not red or breathless, and the
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cowhide is blowing hard. Anyway, no one can verify it.
When the classmates in the box heard Zhang Yaodong’s words, they opened
their eyes wide, admiring and enthusiastic, especially those single female
classmates, now looking at Zhang Yaodong is even more hot, some of them
are better in shape and look beautiful. Even more boldly approaching Zhang
Yaodong, constantly winking.
“Fuck! With tens of millions of investment, Mr. Zhang is Mr. Zhang, too
awesome!”
“Mr. Zhang, does your company still lack toilet cleaning? I’ll clean the toilet
for you.”
“Mr. Zhang, my requirements are not high, just go to your company to be a
security guard.”
“Mr. Zhang, does your family still lack a bed warmer? Let the slave family
warm your bed for you. What a fuck during the day, and at night.
“boss Zhang……”
A bunch of people slapped Zhang Yaodong’s flattery, but Zhang Yaodong
amused him even more, and the smile on his face couldn’t hide it. It’s been a
long time since he was so happy, this is the life he should live.
Chu Fei felt like vomiting when she saw them flattering Zhang Yaodong. It
was too disgusting. Why didn’t she know that these classmates were so
cheap, and she didn’t have the face to flatter Zhang Yaodong.
At this moment, a male classmate suddenly said to Chu Fei: “Chu Fei, didn’t
you just say that Zhang Yaodong would pee his pants when he saw your
husband? Na, now Mr. Zhang is here, let me see it.”
Someone else said: “Yeah, wasn’t it arrogant just now, now Mr. Zhang is
here, showing up to speak.”
Suddenly, everyone’s eyes turned to Chu Fei, including Zhang Yaodong.
When Zhang Yaodong saw Chu Fei, he was obviously stunned. He didn’t
even think that Chu Fei was here.
Seeing Chu Fei’s beautiful face, Zhang Yaodong’s eyes flashed a little covet,
but immediately, when he saw the figure next to Chu Fei, he immediately
shuddered and his face became paler suddenly.
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